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Abstract - Intelligent inspection robot is efficient for cable tunnel inspection. In this study, the path
planning and positioning technology of inspection robot was studied. A new path planning
technology based on Floyd algorithm and simulated annealing was proposed. The local shortest
path was searched using Floyd algorithm, and then global shortest path was searched using
simulated annealing algorithm. Radio frequency identification devices (RFID) combined with
magnetic track guidance was used as positioning technology. Test of the positioning, straight
driving and curve driving of intelligent inspection robot showed that the average error of the
positioning technology, straight driving and curve driving was 7.1 cm, 4.2 cm and 5.6 cm
respectively. It is concluded that the path planning and positioning technology proposed in this
study has smaller errors, and will not affect the completion of inspection tasks. It provides a
theoretical support for the application of intelligent inspection robot in cable tunnel.
Keywords: Cable Tunnel, Robot, Electric Inspection, Path Planning, Positioning and Navigation.

1. Introduction
With the development of economy and the
acceleration of urbanization, underground cable
tunnel as a new way of urban power grid
construction has been more and more widely used.
Underground cable tunnels can not only make full
use of the limited land resources in cities, but also
beautify the urban environment and reduce the
impact of high-voltage transmission lines on the
appearance of cities. The long-term operation of
cable tunnel can not be separated from regular
patrol inspection. At present, manual inspection is
commonly used [1]. However, toxic and harmful
gases in cable tunnels will pose a serious threat to
the life safety of inspectors [2].
With the development of technology, intelligent
inspection robot as a safe and efficient way of
inspection has been more and more widely used in
cable tunnels.
Path planning and automatic positioning are the
key technologies of robots [3, 4], which have been
deeply studied. Accurate and reliable positioning is a
prerequisite for robots to accomplish tasks [5]. The
positioning methods based on vision [6] and sensor
[7] have been proved to be effective. In the aspect of
path planning, Wei et al. [8] designed a path planning
technology which combines the Internet of Things
and fuzzy multi-objective decision-making.

It integrated the information of environmental
constraints and path length into the fitness function,
and the validity of the method was proved through
simulation experiments. Mo et al. [9] proposed a
path planning method combining biogeographic
optimization (BBO), particle swarm optimization
(PSO) and approximate Voronoi boundary network
(AVBN). They used the position updating strategy of
PSO to increase the diversity of population in BBO,
and then the paths obtained by AVBN modeling were
optimized. The simulation results showed that the
method had high feasibility in robot path planning.
Chaari et al. [10] proposed a tabu search planning
algorithm for robot path planning.
The simulation experiments on small, medium
and large grids showed that this method could find
the optimal solution in small-scale environment and
provide approximate optimal solution for large-scale
maps with short execution time, suggesting a good
performance in path planning. In this study, Floyd
algorithm was combined with simulated annealing
algorithm to realize the path planning of inspection
robot, and then radio frequency identification
devices (RFID) was combined with magnetic track
guidance to realize robot positioning.
The effectiveness of this method was proved by
experiments. This work provides some theoretical
supports for the application of these technologies in
the inspection of intelligent inspection robot in cable
tunnel.
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2. Intelligent Inspection Robot and its
Navigation System
Underground cable tunnel has a complex
environment. Generally speaking, cable tunnels are
ten to dozens of meters under the ground, with
narrow space, long length, humid air and high
temperature, and interference from small animals
also exists. Compared with overhead cables, cable
tunnels are more prone to aging, corrosion and
damage. The corrosion and destruction of cables is
easy to cause fire because of electricity mixing. The
fire will spread quickly and the rescue will be
difficult, which will cause large-scale power outage
and cause huge economic losses. Hazardous
substances after combustion will further corrode
cables.
In order to ensure stable power transmission, it
is necessary to maintain and inspect cable tunnel. At
present, the inspection of cable tunnel is mostly
carried out manually. However, due to the
particularity of cable tunnel environment, manual
inspection is difficult to detect fire hazards early and
the efficiency is low. Moreover the safety of manual
inspection is very low. Heat generated by cable
working, harmful gases produced by smoldering, low
oxygen content of underground tunnel and some
seepage area may endanger the health and safety of
inspectors, and the communication condition in
tunnels is poor. Once an accident occurs, it will pose
a great threat to the personal safety of inspectors.
With the rapid development of underground
cable tunnels, it is more and more urgent to find a
new efficient inspection method to replace manual
inspection. The emergence of intelligent inspection
robot effectively solves various disadvantages of
manual inspection. Intelligent inspection robot can
work all day and adapt to complex environment in
tunnels and has high safety.
The intelligent inspection robot system can be
divided into two parts: navigation and detection. An
excellent navigation system can realize the function
of path planning and autonomous positioning and
make reasonable planning of its inspection route.
When multiple robots work together, different
working sections are assigned to the robot through
positioning and route planning, so as to improve the
inspection efficiency. When the robot detects any
abnormal situation in cable tunnels, maintenance
personnel will be arranged according to the
positioning.
In this study, the inspection robot designed by
Zhe Jiang Dali Technology Co., Ltd., China, (Figure 1)
was taken as the research subject, and the path
planning and positioning technology in its navigation
system were designed. The robot was equipped with
LMS511 laser scanner, which can build a global map
of cable tunnel through laser scanning, serving for
path planning and positioning.
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Figure 1: The inspection robot

3. Path
Planning
and
Positioning
Technology of the Inspection Robot
 Path planning technology based on Floyd
algorithm and simulated annealing
Path planning technology of inspection robot
is to find a passable and shortest path between the
current position, the position that must be passed
and the target position of the robot, so that the robot
can complete as many inspection tasks as possible in
the shortest time. According to the above
requirements, the path planning technology not only
needs to find the shortest path between two
locations, that is, the local shortest path, but also
needs to find the best combination between the
locations to ensure the overall shortest path, that is,
the global shortest path. Floyd algorithm is a
classical path search method, which can find the
shortest path between two points in a directed graph
[11]. Simulated annealing algorithm is an intelligent
search method, which can solve the optimization
combination problem [12]. Therefore, Floyd
algorithm was used for searching the local shortest
path, and then simulated annealing algorithm was
used for searching the global shortest path. The
global optimal path planning was realized by the two
algorithms.
 Local shortest path searching based on
Floyd algorithm
The idea of Floyd is as follows. For two
positions Vi and V j , the shortest distance d ij

between the two positions is calculated.
initialized.
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If the two positions are the same, then
two positions are adjacent, then

dij  0 . If the

d ij is the weight of

edge between the two positions. If the two positions
are not adjacent, d ij can be expressed as  .
Adjacent matrix is established through

d ij . A new

vertex is added to the original route between the two
positions as the intermediate vertex. If the length of
the path combination is smaller than the original
path after the addition of the intermediate vertex,
then the original path was replaced by the new path,
and the matrix element is revised.
In the local shortest path searching of robot,
suppose that map M has N points. d ij was

accepted; otherwise the probability of acceptance
was
calculated
using
the
formula:


 1, E  X '  E  X  . If random probability
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X ' was regarded as the new

solution; otherwise X was retained.
(4)When the termination condition was satisfied,
the optimal path was output, and the algorithm
ended.
The flow of robot path planning based on Floyd
algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm is
shown in Figure 2.
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was calculated taking V1 and V2 as the intermediate
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was established. The rest could be done in the same
manner. The distance between Vi and V j ,
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as

the
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points.

Suppose
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established.

An was the shortest path matrix.

 Global shortest path searching based on
simulated annealing algorithm
Simulated annealing algorithm is an optimization
combination random search method simulating solid
physical annealing process. It can avoid local
optimal. It is a simple and flexible algorithm.
In the global shortest path searching of robot,
suppose temperature as T , Markov chain length as
L and initial iteration times K as 0. The specific
steps of annealing algorithm are as follows.
T , L and K were initialized. A combination
sequence of the initial position, target position and
all positions which needed to be passed was
randomly selected to express initial solution X , and
energy function E  X  was calculated.
Two positions which must be passed were
exchanged, and then a new solution X ' was
obtained. Energy function E  X ' was calculated.

Difference value E  E  X '  E  X  was

calculated. If E  0 , the new solution

X ' was

Figure 2: The flow of robot path planning
 RFID and magnetic track guidance based
positioning technology
Robot positioning technology adopted RFID in
combination with magnetic track guidance.
Magnetic stripes were paved on the road that the
robot passed by. The robot regarded magnetic
stripes as the signal source. The magnetic field
information was obtained by internal magnetic
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sensors to ensure that the trajectory of the robot was
consistent with the magnetic trajectory. Magnetic
navigation is an excellent navigation way, and it will
not be disturbed in the harsh environment of cable
tunnel. RFID technology was used in the
identification of positions.
When the robot reached the position of the RFID tag,
the information was collected and transmitted to the

robot system to realize the positioning of the robot.

4. Robot Path Planning and Positioning
Test
The flow of the intelligent robot navigation is
obtained based on the shortest path planning and
positioning, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The flow of the robot navigation
After the robot received the inspection task,
positioning initialization started, and the current
location information was obtained using the
positioning technology which combined RFID with
magnetic trajectory guidance. Then the shortest path
was calculated according to the target position.
Firstly, the shortest path was searched using Floyd
algorithm. Then simulated annealing algorithm was
used to obtain the global shortest path. Whether the
robot needed to turn was determined. After turning,
the current path and position were obtained again.
After reaching the inspection point, the robot was
controlled to decelerate, stop at the inspection point,
adjust the direction again after completing the
inspection task, and resume the inspection.

It was found from Figure 4 that the positioning
error of the robot was within 10 cm, the maximum
error was 11.2 cm, the minimum error was 3.1 cm,
and the average error was 7.1 cm. It showed that the
intelligent inspection robot based on RFID
positioning technology could realize accurate
positioning in the process of cable tunnel inspection,
with small positioning error and high positioning
accuracy.


Robot straight path planning test

A
Robot positioning test
Firstly, the positioning test was carried out. Four
target points were marked on the map of cable
tunnel. The robot moved to the target point from the
starting point repeatedly. The actual and target
positioning of the robot were compared through the
results of RFID positioning, and the positioning error
was calculated. The results of 20 times of positioning
are shown in Figure 4.

B

C

D



Figure 4: The error of the inspection robot positioning
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Figure 5: Robot straight driving path
The robot completed the inspection path as
shown in Figure 5. A and B represent the path nodes
and C and D represent the inspection points. Point A
is the starting point, point D is the target position,
and the speed of the robot was 200 mm/s. The
straight driving condition of the robot was tracked.

Figure 6: The track of the robot in the straight driving
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Figure 6 shows the tracking result of the
intelligent inspection robot in straight driving.
Straight line represents the established path, and red
represents the position information of the robot in
the actual driving process according to the path
planned based on Floyd algorithm and simulated
annealing algorithm. It was found that the actual
driving path of the robot basically coincided with the
established path, indicating that the path planning
technology had a good performance in the straight
driving process of the robot.
Table 1. Error analysis of the straight driving
Maximum Minimum Average
error
error
error
Error (cm) 7.1
0
4.2
Table 1 shows the error of the robot in the
straight line. The maximum error between the actual
path and the fixed path was 7.1 cm, the minimum
error was 0 cm, and the average error was 4.2 cm. It
was found that the robot had very small error in the
straight driving, which showed that the path
planning played a very good role.
Robot curve path planning test
The curve driving of the robot was tested. The
robot carried out inspection along the path as shown
in Figure 7. The track of the robot in the curve
driving is shown in Figure 8.


C

D

B

A

Figure 7: The curve driving path of the robot
Red in Figure 8 represents the position
information of the robot in actual driving under the
guidance of path planning. It was found that the
position of the robot basically coincided with the
established path in the actual driving process, it
could accurately stop at the inspection point, and the
difference between the actual path and the
established path was relatively large in the process
of turning.

Figure 8: The track of the robot in the curve driving

Table 2. Error analysis of the curve driving
Maximum Minimum Average
error
error
error
Error (cm) 10.3
0
5.6
The error analysis in Table 2 shows that the
position error of the robot was larger in the curve
driving than in the straight driving. The maximum
error was 10.3 cm and the average error was 5.6 cm,
but the overall error was small, which had no
influence on the completion of inspection tasks.
The analysis of the straight and curve driving of
the robot suggested that the path planning
technology could plan the driving path of the robot
very well, with a small error, and could help the
robot to complete inspection tasks quickly and
efficiently.

5. Discussion
The rapid development of economy has put forward
new requirements for power system [13]. More and
more transmission lines are laid by cable tunnel.
Cable tunnel has become the main power supply
mode in more and more large cities. In order to
ensure the normal operation of cable tunnels,
regular inspection of cable tunnels is needed. At
present, the commonly used manual inspection
method is inefficient and dangerous [14]. With the
development of technology, intelligent patrol robot
has been well applied in cable tunnel. It can replace
manual inspection and conduct more efficient and
safe inspection. It is the development mode of cable
tunnel inspection in the future. Path planning is the
most important part of robot autonomous navigation
[15]. This study mainly explored the path planning
technology and positioning technology in navigation
system.
Floyd algorithm is a good algorithm for searching
the shortest distance between two locations. In this
study, it was applied in the searching of the local
shortest path of the robot.
Then in order to obtain the global shortest path,
simulated annealing algorithm was selected to
obtain the shortest inspection path, thereby
improving the inspection efficiency. As to positioning
technology, RFID combined with magnetic track
guidance was used to achieve rapid and accurate
positioning of the robot, so as to obtain cable fault
information and timely remove faults.
In order to verify the validity of the method, the
positioning, straight driving and curve driving of the
robot were tested respectively. The analysis of the
positioning error in Figure 4 indicated that the
positioning error fluctuation of the robot was small,
the error value was small, basically within 10 cm, the
maximum error was 11.2 cm, the minimum error
was 3.1 cm, and the average error was 7.1 cm.
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It showed that the positioning technology had small
positioning error and could accurately locate the
robot, i.e., the method was effective. Figure 6 and 8
showed that the actual track of the robot coincided
with the established path basically in the straight
and curve driving, and the overall error was small. It
showed that the robot could inspect along the
established path with the help of path planning and
positioning technology and stop at the inspection
point to complete the inspection task. The average
error of straight driving was 4.2 cm, and that of
curve driving was 5.6 cm. Figure 8 shows that the
error of robot was relatively large at the path
junction. Curve path planning of robots is very
difficult, and it is always an important and difficult
problem in the field of robot navigation.
The path planning technology proposed in this
paper can control the errors of straight and curve
driving in a small range, but further research is
needed to improve the navigation accuracy of curve
driving.

6. Conclusions
In this study, the path planning and positioning
technology of intelligent inspection robot was
studied. Floyd algorithm and simulated annealing
algorithm were used for path planning, and RFID
technology and magnetic track guidance were used
for high-precision positioning. The validity of the
method was proved by test, providing some
theoretical supports for the better application of
these technologies in the inspection of cable tunnels.
This work is helpful to promote the further
development of intelligent inspection robot.
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